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Historical Context
Born

1911

great depression
1929 - 1939

World War II
1939 - 1945

Vietnam war
1959 -

- 1975

creative revolution
1959

DDB is created
 1949

Presidential election 
(Lyndon B. Johnson)

1964

Passing
1982 1



1911
Born in New York City on August 13th

1932
 Graduated from New York University with a B.A in English

1933
 First job in the mailroom at Schenley Distillers Company

 Voluntarily sends print ad to the Schenley advertising department

Recognizes print ad anonymously published in the New York Times and claims authorship

Promoted to the advertising department within Schenley Distillers Company

1939
 Leaves Schenley Distillers Company

Works as a ghostwriter for businessman and public relations guru, Grover Whalen

Head of the 1939 World’s Fair in New York

timeline
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1940 
Starts out as a copywriter for the William H. Weintraub agency

Meets Paul Rand, an art director whose style influences later work

1941 
Serves in the U.S. Army during World War II

1943 
Works at Coty Inc. in postwar planning

1944 
Works as a copywriter for Grey Advertising

1947 
Promoted to VP and Creative Director at Grey Advertising

Realizes dissatisfaction with the industry’s approach to advertising

1949 
Opens DDB on June 1st with partners Ned Doyle and Maxwell Dane

1967 
Steps down as president of DDB

Steps in as chairman of the executive committee at DDB

1982 
Passed away from Leukemia in New York City on October 2nd 3



Individual biography

William Bernbach was a student
He started writing verses at an early age

He followed business trends religiously and
studied business administration

He played several, musical instruments in college

He frequently read books on philosophy

William Bernbach was an artist
He showed an early love for art and design

He favored innovation and intuition over science and rules

He believed that advertising was rooted
 in persuasion - an art, not a science
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William Bernbach was a leader
He was an active participant in his community

He viewed those working in the communications industry 
as the shapes of society”

He saw an obligation to make things”better 
in the world through his work

He felt compelled to start his own agency and opened the doors to Doyle Dane Bernbach on 
June 1st, 1949 with his partners: Ned Doyle and Maxwell Dane. It was an agency determined 
to show the world that good art and good writing could lead to good selling.  Bernbach was 
in charge of the creative, which were always fresh and original. For years, he approved each 

and every ad campaign before it was presented to a client.  

Bernbach’s style was extremely visual; he was a firm believer that the image should express 
the sales pitch on its own.  He also disliked the idea of putting his work through any sort 
of ad testing, explaining, ““I am not going to hire a man to make a survey which tells me 
that there appears to be salt in the sea.” Rather, Bernbach’s agency went through a process 
of picture testing where a respondent was shown several sets of portfolios, all containing 
ads that were identical except for their images.  After the respondent was given an hour to 

look through the portfolios, he was later asked which slogans he remembered.  
The image that produced the highest recall of the slogan was then preferred for use in the 

final advertisement. 
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Agency Biography
Early history
Founded in 1949

Administrative head: Max Dane

Account Executive: Ned” Doyle

Copywriter: William Bernbach

James Edwin Doyle: From New Jersey, was a lawyer and passed the NY bar but went into 
advertising sales for Cosmopolitan and Good Housekeeping. Worked at Look magazine as 
an advertising manager.

Doyle met Maxwell Dane, a promotions director for Look.  Bernbach worked at Grey 
Advertising where he met Doyle.  Bernbach didn’t like the direction Grey was heading, so 
he wanted to start a smaller agency. Doyle brought in Dane, who had since left Look 
magazine to start his own ad agency. 

Failures: DDB creatives had a lot of pressure to produce great work in the 60s that 
resulted in a mass exodus of employees and clients. These loses continued in the 70s but 
recovered in the 80s as a result of a merger with Needham Harper Worldwide.

Competition: BBDO, Ogilvy & Mather
6



The three of them started out in Dane’s small office on the top floor of 350 Madison 
Avenue. They got the office for cheap because the elevator didn’t even go that far. 

From the beginning, Bernbach wanted to make advertising history.  He started out by 
bringing graphic arts to a new level past just illustrations.  He wanted the viewer to be 
captured by a single striking image.  

The text would be clever but would only act as a support to the image.  He looked for 
deeper insight about the product so he could express these insights in very original, 
fresh ways.  

Bernbach had the idea of the creative team.  He wanted the art directors and 
copywriters to work as a single unit. 

Bernbach didn’t like doing ad testing because he didn’t like others telling him if his ads were 
sufficient or not.  

“I am not going to hire a man to make a survey which 
tel ls me that there appears to be salt in the sea.”

Agency Biography
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Signature Ad 
campaign
we try harder - avis car rental

“We Try Harder””was the result of Avis Car Rental looking 
for a “refreshed, brand image.
 
Research conducted by Bernbach concluded that consumers 
rented a car from Avis because they gave that extra effort.  

“We Try Harder””became a promise to customers, a 
reassurance that their quality surpassed those Hertz - 
the largest car rental company at the time.

This campaign was very successful, turning a loss into a 
profit of over one million dollars. According to Ad Age’s 
top 100 advertisements of the 20th century, this campaign 
ranks tenth.

After 50 years of “We Try Harder,” Avis decided to go with 
a campaign produced by Leo Burnett targeting “busy 
business travelers.
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Signature Ad 
campaign
You don’t have to be jewish - 
Levy’s rye bread
Focused on widening the range of consumers for this bread 
company originating from New York City.  

It was a campaign that convinced people who had never 
tried the bread, to try it.

Judy Protas, a DDB executive, came up with the slogan

Bernbach devised the plan to target new users by using a 
wide plain of ethnicities and backgrounds in the ads.  

Attracted new consumers of all races and backgrounds into 
purchasing the bread.

Malcolm X, a civil rights activist, loved the poster ad with 
the black child so much that he had himself photographed 
with it.

Good example of the soft sell approach of “less is more. 9



Signature Ad 
campaign
think small & lemon - 
volkswagon
In the 1950s, DDB and Volkswagen decided to throw 
conventional car advertising practices out the window. 
 
Car ads (especially print ads) before this campaign used to 
have multiple, flashy images.

Bernbach capitalized on the car’s liabilities as demonstrated 
in ads like “Lemon” and “Ugly.” 

Bernbach broke an unspoken rule in advertising by showing 
negativity to promote a product’s features.

Kept it simple:  a picture of the product and the reason why 
you should buy it.

Ad Age named it the best advertising campaign of the 20th 
century.
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Signature Ad 
I found out about joan - 
Ohrbach’s
Ohrbach wanted to emphasize the 
store’s commitment to selling high-
fashion products at low prices.

“The way she talks, you’d think she was 
in Who’s Who. Well, I found out what’s 
with her…I just happened to be going 
her way and I saw Joan come out of 
Ohrbach’s!”

During the 1950s, it wasn’t considered 
chic to be cheap.”

Bernbach personified the brand’s 
Jewish mindset.
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Signature Ad 
Peace little girl (daisy) - 
Lyndon B. Johnson

This was the first political attack ad.

It was created only two years after the 
Cuban Missile Crisis.

The commercial aired only once, and 
scared so many viewers that it was 
immediately pulled after its airing.

Johnson won the 1964 election by a 
landslide 44:6.
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historical significance
Bernbach was a visionary and 
ignited the Creative Revolution during 
the 1960s.  

He valued innovation and intuition 
over science and law. “

“Rules are what the artist breaks; the 
memorable never emerged from a 
formula,””he said - which is a statement 
that came to life through his work.  

His philosophy was rooted in the idea 
that advertising is fundamentally 
persuasion, and persuasion is an art 
rather than a science.  

He incorporated creativity, simplicity, 
and humor into his work and 
created some of the most successful 
and memorable campaigns in 
advertising history. 

Bernbach was a firm believer in the 
communications industry as a whole, 
often citing the organizations within as 
the “shapes of society.”  

He also believed that the 
communications industry had an 
obligation to make things better in the 
world through insight and inspiration.  

Bernbach noticed the patterns of the 
world and correctly predicted where so-
ciety was headed - a community driven 
by mass media, mass persuasion, and 
public opinion.  

His major motivation came from the 
idea that just believing in what one 
sells would not suffice.  

Bernbach stressed that one must sell 
what he truly believes in.
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Competitive Situation
market share

Adidas is the main competitor in the athletic wear industry for Nike. They are a 
multinational company founded in Germany and holding company that owns the 
Reebok and TaylorMade brand as well. Last year, they generated $14.49 billion 

in revenue, but it wasn’t as much as Nike’s $25.3 billion.

Strengths
The Adidas brand is has a youthful appeal that is evident through their 

advertising campaigns. The scenes ranged from footballs to nightclubs with 
various celebrity endorsement, which suggests that the brand can be for 

everyone. In most European countries, Adidas is the leading brand because of 
its German origins. 

weaknesses
However, the company does outsource about 97% of its products in Asia and is 

the world’s second, largest producer in sports apparel behind Nike.  

compare & contrast
A pair of Adidas basketball shoes retails for about $71.99 while a pair Nikes is at 
least $110 and also has the opportunity to customize them as well. Even though 

they are both basketball shoes, the price difference between them is large.
14



product analysis
Current Market Position

Nike athletic shoes are a mature product. It currently resides the 
number one shoemaker that ranges from shoes for football, 

cheerleading, basketball, running, etc. 

Strengths
Their “swoosh” logo is recognized on a global scale, and all of their 
products are “made to stock” that provides fast, customer service from 

available stock. 

Weaknesses
Because the company has a such a successful lead in the footwear 
market, that leaves them vulnerable to changes in the market share if 

something changes. 

Opportunities
The brand could expand its products by creating a sunglasses, jewelry, 
or (as we have seen) wearable technology line. Nike isn’t considered 
a fashion brand but an athletic one, which increase the value of their 

products.
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Creative Strategy
Print

We took the simple yet effective “You don’t have to be Jewish to love Levy’s”Rye bread” 
campaign. Just as Bernbach created his ads to widen the range of consumers for his product, 
we decided to do the same by targeting demographics that you would not necessarily see 
wearing athletic wear. We aimed to reach multiple types of people, just as Bernbach reached 

many different ethnicities. We believe that these ads are simple and to the point.  

Radio, Digital or TV
Just as the original ad was dramatic, we tried to keep that same dramatization in our 
remodeled ad for TV. We chose Nike as our product and used the upcoming Summer 

Olympics as our topic of focus. While the original ad was ominous and politically charged, 
we changed that to something more uplifting but still important -- a topic something all 

Americans could relate to. Just as Johnson’s Presidential Campaign would affect all 
Americans, the Olympics is something that we would want to convince people to recognize 
and consider important to their lives. We kept similar themes, with the countdown, zooming 

into a person, a type of explosion, but we re-wrote the script to match our focus.  
Our script is as follows:

Here are the stakes
To show the world that the United States continues to maintain athletic prowess, 

Or fade to mediocrity 
We will either help each other, or we will lose. 

Cheer for team United States this upcoming Summer Olympics.  
The stakes are too high for you to stay quiet. 
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Advertising Strategy
Print and Radio Ad

Product positioning: stylish, authentic footwear, professional athlete’s 
favorite shoe

 
Differentiation: not only fashionable but favored by athletes

Life Cycle: improvement on existing product

Target Audience
Benefits: a modern, attractive lifestyle

Buying Influences: friends, family, coworkers

Demographics: 18-65+ year olds, enjoys sports, adventurous

Chris is a 34 year old physician in Champaign, Illinois. During his spare time he likes 
watching college and professional basketball with his friends. He used to play on a team in 
high school and with his friends in college, but lately does not have the time to play because 
of his work. When he can, Chris likes to go to the gym with his friends or coworkers and 
slip into his Nike athletic gear. It gives him the confidence to complete a great workout. He 
enjoys them so much that he prefers to wear them outside of the gym and even at work at 

the hospital.
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Advertising executions
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